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The goal of this work is to provide an analysis of spaces of critical points for multicomponent
systems. First, we propose the geometric concept of order 6 for critical points; we distinguish it from
a previous definition of a "multicritical" point. Specifically, we may define the intersection of spaces of
critical points of order 0 to be a space of critical points of order {6+1).Ordinary critical points are
defined to be of order 6=2, so that the tricritical points introduced by Griffiths are of order &=3.
W'e discuss more general examples of critical spaces of order 6=3 which are known for a wide variety
of systems; we also propose several examples of models of magnetic systems showing critical points of
order 6~= 4-i.e., systems having intersecting limes of tricritical points. The analysis of critical and
coexistence spaces also provides a new form of the Gibbs phase rule suitable for complex magnetic
models. Next we define —for the critical points of order 6 of which examples have been given —special
directions in terms of which to make a scaling hypothesis. %e give the hypothesis for simple systems
and then for tricritical points, and then, in a subsequent paper, part II, the special directions are used
to make a scaling hypothesis at spaces of critical points of any order. Certain predictions (e.g., scaling
laws and "single-power" scaling functions) follow in a simple and straightforward fashion. We consider
the scahng hypothesis at a critical space of order 6 in terms of a group of transformations. W'e can
define a set of invariants of the group. It is possible, for 6&3, to make a second scaling hypothesis
for the space of order —1 using certain of these invariants as independent variables. This is
advantageous because certain "double-power" scaling functions then follow directly; these predict that
for 6=3, experimental data collapse from a volume onto a line. This prediction is to be contrasted
with ordinary scaling functions, which predict that data collapse by only a single dimension (e.g., from
a volume onto a surface or from a surface onto a line).

I. INTRODUCTION: THE ORDER OF A CRITICAL POINT

The purpose of this work is (i) to propose the
concept of the "order" of a critical point, (ii) to
give examples of critical points of orders three
and four, and (iii) to present a form of the scaling
hypothesis for spaces of arbitrary order. The
work is divided into two parts. In this paper (I),
we focus upon concxete examples illustrating criti-
cal points and scaling at critical points of order
three, while in a subsequent paper' (II), we con-
sider scaling fox spaces of arbitrary order. First-
ly, we must develop the concept of the order of a
critical point, and that is the task of this section.

The scaling hypothesis was originally formulated
for the critical point of a simple magnet and a sim-
ple fluid. These systems each have two purely
intensive variables [(H, T) and (P, 7), respective-
ly]. Such variables we call /Veld@, adopting the
terminology of Griffiths and Wheeler.

A very wide variety of physical systems whose
critical phenomena are under active study have
more than two field variables; two common exam-
ples are antiferromagnets and binary mixtures.
ln such systems, one can have lines (or, in gen-
eral, spaces of dimension larger than one) of crit-
ical points. Recently, special attention has come
to focus on those systems for which three lines of

critical points intersect, and the point of intersec-
tion has been called a frieritical Point by Griffiths.

The scaling hypothesis has recently been ex-
tended' to treat some (but not all) aspects of this
novel type of "critical point". In this work we
present a comprehensive scaling treatment of gen-
eral multicomponent systems. First we give a
detailed treatment of tricritical points. Our ap-
proach is then generalized to more complex situa-
tions.

One example of a more complex situation is a
system for which four lines of critical points inter-
sect; in a natural extension of Griffiths's termi-
nology, Nagle and Bonner~ have called such points
tetracritical points. We show here that, in the
particular case studied by those authors, the tetra-
critieal point is quahtatively She some us c tri-
nitieal Point in the sense that the formulation of
the scaling hypothesis there is the same as at tri-
critical points.

Qualitatively different points ("spaces "')9 can be
achieved in systems with more than three field
variables; a more general scaling hypothesis is
needed and correspondingly more predictions are
obtained. These are discussed in detail in Paper H.

Two simple examples of systems with more
than thx'ee field variables are provided by He -He4
and ammonium chloride, and both these systems
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show lines of tricritical points.
Liquid He -He4 mixtures have thermodynamic

variables [P, 7, p4- p~, g], where P denotes pres-
sure, T denotes temyerature, p.4 and p, ~ are the
chemical yotentials of He4 and He', respectively,
and g is a variable conjugate to the superfluid den-
sity. The "X line" in the I'-T plane becomes a
two-dimensional surface of singularities with in-
creasing mole fraction of He'. This surface termi-
nates at a line of special points, "' which is in
fact a line of tricritical points.

Ammonium chloride possesses an order-disorder
transition for which the transition temperature in-
creases with increasing pressure, and changes
from first order to second order at a tricritical
yoint. If one replaces some of the hydrogen by
deuteriumin the ammoniumgroup, ' ' ' then the posi-
tion of the tricritical point (and the whole line of
order-disorder transitions) changes. The variables
are thus {P, T, p„—pn, q), where g is a variable
conjugate to the order parameter.

In a system of sufficient complexity, several
lines of tricritical points can occur. A point of
intersection of lines of trieritieal points is qualita-
tively different from a point where lines of ordinary
critical points intersect. This should be clear
from the topology of the situation: At a line of tri-
critical points, surfaces of critical points meet,
while at a point where lines of tricritical points in-
tersect, several surfaces of critical points (bounded
on each side by the tricritical lines) converge on
the point.

To distinguish such points-and in general spaces
of such points-we will refer to them as critical
points of higher order, and we will associate a
number with each order as follows. We define
ordinary critical points to be of order 8 = 2; then a
critical point (or space of points) of order s+ 1 (6
«2) is defined to be a special point where lines (or
spaces) of points of order 6 intersect. Thus a tri-
critical point is of order 8=3 and a point of inter-
section of lines of tricritical points is of order

Griffiths and Wheeler' reasoned that the dimen-
sionality of a space of ordinary critical points (of
order 0=2) is (n —2). In the systems we consider
below the dimensionality, d, of a space of critical
yoints of order 8 is always one less than the dimen-
sionality of the spaces of critical points of order
(6- 1) which intersect at it. Therefore, we find the
value of d for arbitrary 8 by induction from 8= 2 to
be, in these cases,

where n is the total number of field (and fieldiike)"
variables available.

Critical points of complex thermodynamic sys-
tems can also be analyzed by making the scaling

hypothesis from the outset. The significant quan-
tity is then the number of relevant scaling vari-
ables. Using the renormalization group„ it has
been suggested'~ how moxe than two relevant scal-
ing variables can occur, but the geometry of the
phase diagram was not considered at all. In most
of the examples known to the authors, the number
of significant scaling directions is equal to the or-
der. This may not always be true for mox"e com-
plex systems [e.g. , fluid mixtures, for which Eg.
(1.1) may need modification, becoming d «n —6].

A specific example which demonstrates the im-
portance of distinguishing the order of a critical
point from the numbex of critical lines meeting
there is the tetracritical point. This is a point of
order6=2 with true field variables (H, Hz, T),
where H and H~ are direct and staggered (i.e. ,
wavelength 2 lattice sites) magnetic fields. When
a fieldlike variable tR (the ratio of short- to long-
range-interaction strengths) is also included, (i.e. ,
n = 4), Eg. {1.1) indicates that the system has a
line of critical points of order 8=3. This is veri-
fied in the analysis of Sec. III, where it is shown
that in this model there are three surfaces of criti-
cal points of order 8=2, meeting at the line of
points of order 8=3. The tetracritical point is
simply a point on a smooth line of tricritical points;
the "tetracritical point" arises because we have
chosen a section of the four-dimensional (H, Hz, T,
(R) space that is tangent to the line of tricritical
points, rather than a section which intersects it.

First we give, in Sec. II, examples of systems
exhibiting spaces of critical points of order 6—3,
and explain a convenient totation for the phase dia-
grams of such systems. This leads to an equation
equivalent to the Gibbs phase rule.

In Sec. III we explicitly demonstrate the impor-
tance of distinguishing between the ordex of a criti-
cal point and the number of lines meeting at a crit-
ical point-the former leads to an essential incxease
in complexity, while the latter does not. To do
this, we compare several one-dimensional Ising
models with 1.ong-range interactions, all of which
are exactly soluble.

Special directions at spaces of order 8 are de-
fined in Sec. IV; these are analogous to the strong
and weak directions defined by Griffiths and Wheel-

. er. A way of deriving these directions for tricrit-
ical points using the renormalization group ap-
proach has been pointed out by Riedel and Weg-
ner ""

To make the formulation of a scaling hypothesis
easier to follow„we give an account in Sec. V of
the scaling hypothesis using generalized homoge-
neous functions 'and equations invax'iant under a one-
parameter continuous group of transformations at
points of order 2.

In Sec. VI we give a full account of the scaling
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hypothesis at tricritical points and we include an
account of a space of invariant variables as a very
useful way to derive "double-power" scaling func-
tions and to plot "crossover surfaces". These
predictions have not yet been tested experimentally.

%'e present the scaling hypothesis at a critical
point of arbitrary order in Paper II. The hypothesis
is framed as a sequence of operations to be re-
peated as the hypothesis is formed successively at
critical points of decreasing order. The proposed
sequence is illustrated by detailed consideration of
a system of Ising planes with a variable interplanar
interaction.

II. SYSTEMS EXHIBITING CRITICAL POINTS OF ORDER
HIGHER THAN TWO: NOTATION FOR SUCH POINTS

Critical points more complex than ordinary 8=2
critical points have been found in many experimen-
tal and theoretical systems. Without doubt, the
systems exhibiting the richest possibilities are
multicomponent Quid mixtures; however, specific
examples of critical points of order three or more
in these systems have yet to be found.

Systems on which experiments have been anal-
yzed are liquid helium, '0'" ammonium chloride, '0'~'

metamagnets, '3 and anisotropic antiferromagnets. '4

In addition, one-dimensional magnetic models pro-
vide a rich opportunity for theoretical and numeri-
cal investigations. Liquid helium' '" and NH4CL' '"'
provide excellent examples where there exist lines
of tricritical points-as discussed in Sec. I. In
metamagnets, '3 lines of tricritical points can be
generated by introducing transverse fields, and
also by introducing a parameter into the Hamil-
tonian which changes the strength of the interaction.
Decreasing the latter causes the tricxitical points
to converge to a point on the temperature axis; this
point is a critical point of order 4 and is treated
in more detail below.

An anisotropic antiferromagnet, '~ which exhibits
a spin-flop transition, contains a point in its phase
diagram where two lines of ordinary critical points
intersect a line of first-order transitions. This
special point has an order of at least 3, but whether
it is 3 or more has yet to be determined.

To be able to discuss phenomena in phase dia-
grams of any complexity easily, we introduce a no-
tation for spaces of points where several phases
coexist and for critical points of arbitrary order
6. Critical spaces are denoted by an abbreviation
of the notation CR8 of Griffiths and Wheeler; the
order of the space will be given a preceding super-
script and the dimensionality a subscript, and
hence a critical space of order 6 and dimensionality
d is written as 68„. The relation between 8, d,
and the total number n of field (or fieldlike) vari-
ables, in general, is given by Eq. (1.1), 8=n-d.

Coexistence spaces are designated by an abbre-

viation of the Griffiths-Wheeler notation CXS but
now the number of coexisting phases is given by
the preceding superscript; hence the general space
of dimension d where P phases coexist is written
as ~X~. The equation analogous to Eq. (1.1) is

(2. 1)

The dimension d of the CXS may be interpreted
as the number of "degrees of freedom", f, and for
a chemical system n is one greater than the number
of components c. Thus (2. 1) is similar to the
usual statement of the Gibbs phase rule, P ~ e —f
+ 2, but it is in a form valid for all the systems
considered in this work. The Gibbs phase rule
contains an inequality because it refers to any
phase diagram, even those in a restricted space
of fields. For example, the X~ in the H- T plane
of a simple nearest-neighbor antiferromagnet (with
field variables H, Hm, and 7) satisfies Eq. (2. 1)
as an equality providing all three fields are con-
sidered, but as an inequality if only 7 and H are
considered. Consideration of other modelss'"
leads us to conclude that Eq. (2. 1) is satisfied as
an equality (for 7 & 0) if and only if a sufficient set
of conjugate fields (i. e. , conjugate to every possi-
ble phase of the system) has been introduced.
Thus Eq. (2. 1) can be used as a criterion for
whether enough conjugate fields have been consid-
ered or not. It is noteworthy that Eqs. (1.1) and
(2. 1) depend only on topologically significant quan-
tities Like the dimension of a subspace in the phase
diagram, and should therefore be understood as
topological statements.

To illustrate the notation and to provide a good
example of a system with a phase diagram exhibit-
ing critical spaces of orders 2, 3, and 4, we con-
sider the d = 3 Ising model with variable interaction
strength SZ between planes of constant s:

x-- Z 8„„,, [J'(8„„,„,,+8„,„„„)
+SEES„„,,i+H+( —1) Hm]. (2. 2)

Here the symbol 8„„,is the value of the spin on
lattice site with coordinates (v, y, s). The vari-
able S allows for a variation in the strength of in-
teraction in the s direction. The phase diagram of
this model is four dimensional, with fields H, H2,
T, and the fieldlike variable S. For 6t &0, we
have a three-dimensional Ising model with lattice
anisotropy, "which tends as Q -0 to the two-dimen-
sional Ising model. The invariance of the Hamil-
tonian under the transformation 8„,„,,- ( —1}'8„,„,, y

II-H~, and Hz H relates the phase dia-
gram f'or 4 &0 to that for (R&0.

For 6t&0, Eq. (2. 2) describes a metamagnet.
The phase diagram of this system is well known
and shown in Fig. l. As IS) is decreased, the
values of T', and T» decrease (unpublished results
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plane, only a ~X„. In the model considered in this
section, therefore, a coexistence hypersurface
which in the T = 0 phRse dlRgx'Rm ls R Xg evolves
as the temperature increases into an B~, with
6 =p. In other words, the space of critical points
of order 8 is the upper bound (as temperature in-
creases) of a space of points where 8 phases co-
exist.

This is a very significant point and can be under-
stood by examples, and from the following consid-
eration. In a phase diagram, a space where three
phases coexist is necessarily a place of intersec-
tion of spaces where two phases coexist. The spaces
where two phases coexist are bounded from above
by spaces of critical points of order two. There-
fore, the upper bound of the space where three
phases coexist is either the boundary of one criti-
cal space of order 2 or the intersection of all three
critical spaces of order 2. Because of the symme-
try properties holding in the present model, and

FIG. 1. (a) Phase diagram for R=g &0, in the (H, Q
plane I'=0). The 2R& terminates at a pair of tricritical
points( 80) shown as TCP. The Xq separating the anti-
ferromagnetic phases A+A" is bounded below the tricritical
temperature Tt by the lines of first-order transitions L &,
which terminate at a magnetic field value H~. Q) The
same for Q &0, where i+I & )Q I. Note that Bct &ffci
and that both && and &~ have decreased. See also, F.
Harbus et al. , Ref. 3.. PART QF A

~Xp

of F. Harbus). This is shown in the Fig. 1(b) as
compared to Fig. 1(a).

As I RI-O, the behavior of T„($)is described
by the well-known crossover exponent and sym-
metry between 8& 0 and 8& 0 mentioned above
shows that in the plane H=H3=0 there is a, reflec-
tion symmetry about 8= 0.

From these considerations we obtain Fig. 2,
which is a three-dimensional phase diagram in the
HI=0 plane. For 8&0 and constant, there is a
phase diagram like Fig. 1, and for S&0 the ordi-
nary crossover behavior holds.

The two tricritica1. points in Fig. 1 become lines
of critical points of order 3, SB„ in Fig. 2. The
symmetry of the Hamiltonian shows that there are
two additional 3p, for 8&0 at, nonzero H2. The
symmetry of the Hamiltonian forces these four
lines (tricritical lines) to converge upon a point
lying on the temperature axis-a critical point of
order 4. On the temperature axis below the 4RO

four phases are in coexistence: it is a X,.
The validity of Eqs. (l. 1) and (2. 1) may be veri-

fied and it can also be seen that in this system a
~X„„is bounded for incxeasing T by a OB, where

=P. A CXS which in the full phase diagram is a
~x~„ is, when considered in the zero-temperature

FIG. 2. Phase diagram in the H~ = 0 hyperplane for Is-
ing model with variable interplanar interaction. For g,
&0 the %=const sections are similar to Fig. l. These
sections are schematically shaded. As |R varies continu-
ously the ~X~ Kml ~8& of Fig. 1 become ~X&,~ and B~.
Thus the 2X2 of Fig. 1 becomes the interior of the 'Moun-
tain"; this is a 2X3 separating phases A', A . The lines
I~ where three phases coexist become surfaces of the
mountain (X ) below the line of tricritical points tRq cor-2

~ 2responding to TOP of Fig. 1. The B~ of Fig. 1 becomes
a R2, the top of the "mountain" in Fig. 2. The 7 axis
becomes a line of special points where aQ four phases
A', A and the ferromagnetic E' and E all coexist; it is
a 4XO, The B~ meet at the T axis at the end of this line;
at a 4Bo. The region (R &0 appears simpler because it
corresponds to the (H=O) section of 8,&0, and the rest of
the mountain occurs at H2 & 0. See also, F. Harbus etal. ,
Ref. 1.
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models for which critical points of order 6=4 oc-
cur; these are both Ising models with long-range
interactions. '

Models exhibiting a critical point of order 4 also
possess a line of points where four phases coexist,
as explained at the end of Sec. II. Therefore, a
simple method of deciding whether a particular
model canpossess a critical point of order 4 is to
analyze the T= 0 hyperplane of the phase diagram
and see if points where four phases coexist con-
tinue to have four distinct phases in equilibrium as
T is increased. Cases where this does and does
not happen are discussed below.

Before analyzing a case where there is a long-
range interaction, let us consider the T = 0 phase
diagram of a one-dimensional Ising antiferromag-
net with only nearest-neighbor interactions.

Hamiltonians

The Hamiltonian is given by

= H

FIG. 3. The phase diagram at T= 0 of an Ising (a) anti-
ferromagnet and (b) ferromagnet. The phases with spins
parallel are indicated by E~ and with spins antiparallel
by A~. The lines indicate where the various phases are
in equilibrium.

N-1 N N

Ksa —
causa Q s$s$~f H Z s$ Hs Z ( —)

'
s~

f=1 f"-1 )=1
(3. &)

where Js„ is the nearest-neighbor (nn) interaction
strength and s, =+1 are the Ising spins situated at
site i of the chain. When JsR&0 the interaction is
ferromagnetic and when J» & 0 the interaction is anti-
ferromagnetic. H is the magnetic field and H2 is
the staggered magnetic field of wavelength 2 lattice
sites. The phase diagram will appear as in Fig.
3(a). Here the four phases E', A' are defined in
Table I: I' means ferromagnetic and A means anti-
ferromagnetic. The T=O "critical point" of the

TABLE I. Definitions, energies, and equations of
Figs. 3 snd 5. HereS= Jsa/Jra, h=—H/Jza, h2 —=H2/J~.
Star means not shown in Fig. 5.

also because it is an Ising model, the latter condi-
tion holds. An entirely analogous argument can be
constructed for critical points of order 4 or more.

It is therefore possible, for Ising models, to
make predictions about the relationships between
OR~ in the full phase diagram, by considering the
relationships between the ~X„ in the T = 0 phase
diagram. We will make extensive use of this meth-
od in Sec. III.

A

Surface

fr+ F-)
Equation

H=O

Configuration Name Field Energy

~z= —~r.R-~SR- &

H2 E2=+Jsa-H2

Line Equation

h2=1+2g h=O

III. SPACES OF TRICRITICAL POINTS IN
ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS

There has been much work recently on one-di-
mensional Ising models possessing a long-range
interaction. '" The effect of this interaction is to
shift the critical temperature from the value T= 0
to a nonzero temperature, thereby enabling the
critical points to obey scaling laws.

The purpose of this section is to display two

[A', A ] H2=0

t'F'+, A+] h —h2+ 1 + 2@=0

tF, A l* h —hp-1+2%=0

[F ', A ]* h+h2+1+2$=0

fF",A+] h+h2 —1-2(8=0

L4 k =-1+2{A; h2 = 0

L2 h2=1 —2 h=O

L, h=-1-2Q; h2=0

S&-k
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will denote them by CXRS. A CXRS is necessarily
confined to the T= 0 plane as for Fig. 3(a). Thus
we see that the nn Ising antiferromagnet contains
five CXRS lines where two phases coexist and two
CXRS points where three phases coexist.

Then we introduce in addition to X» of Eq.
(3. l), a long-range interaction, defined by the
Ha iltonia

&„„=—Z Z J(v)s,s„,, (3.2a)

where

J{r)=lim aye "'"',
r-O

(3.2b)

FIG. 4. (a) The extension of Fig. 3(a) into the space
with T & 0 when a weak long-range interaction is included.
Note that the T=0 pI.ane corresponds to Fig. 3(a), and
that the Q' A"] phase boundary only separates phases at
T= 0. The other lines in Fig. 3(a) develop normally, giv-
ing coexistence surfaces ( X2) ending in critical lines R~.
(b) The phase diagram of the same model but without the

antiferromagnetic interaction (JSR =0 or JsR &0). Now

all lines in the T= 0 plane become coexistence surfaces
X2. The points of interaction become 3X~ (lines where

three phases coexist) and there terminate at two SBo (tri-
critical points).

Ising antiferromagnet becomes a hne of critical
points for nonzero values of magnetic field. This
line bifurcates at points where it is energetically
more favox'able' for the system to order ferro-
magnetically (i.e. , with all spine parallel).

Normal scaling laws do not apply to one-dimen-
sional Ising models with short-range interactions,
as these display essential singularities at the T =0
critical point. Thus the lines in Fig. 3(a) are lines
of both critical points and coexistence points.
These lines do not have very much in common with
either the conventional critical points R„or the
conventional coexistence surfaces X„ that divide
up the field space at finite values of temperature.
A suitable nomenclature for the lines of Fig. 3(a)
might be "coexistence-critical surfaces " md we

the phases I' are stabilized at nonzero tempera-
ture and continue to show long-range ox'der for
7 &0, The phase diagram is given in Fig. 4(a).
The CXRS [on the H axis of Fig. 3(a)] is not sta-
bilized at T &0 by the long-range interaction; the
two antiferromagnetic phases A' coexisting at the
CXRS at T=O, simply become a single disordered
phase for T&0.

There are two ~X~ separating the ordered (fer-
romagnetic) phase from the disordered phase at
higher temperatures. These ~X2 end in RR, (lines
of critical points).

If the dominating nearest-neighbor interactions
are ferromagnetic, J» &0, then the situation de-
picted in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) results. The two
points where three phases coexist at T =0 become
the end points of two 'X, lines where three phases
coexist. Each 'X, line terminates at a 'Ro (a tri-
critical point).

If sufficient care is taken to decide whether a
space in the T = 0 hyperplane is a CXRS or a CXS,
then the nature of the extension of the space and
its subspaces into T &0 can be easily ascertained.
The rules exemplified from Figs. 3 and 4 are the
following: (i) Two phases which can only be dis-
tinguisbed by a staggered magnetic field coexist
on a CXRS. (ii) Such staggered phases give only
one phase for T&0. (iii) A line where one phase
which maintains order for T &0 coexists with any
other phase is always a CXS. (iv) A point where a
CXRS meets a CXS has no special properties. It
is simply a point on a CXS.

Using these rules we can analyze the model of
Nagle and Bonner which includes a long-range in-
teraction, a variable short-range interaction, and
the two fields of Fig. 3. ~ A point where four
critical line@ meet, a tetracritical point, xs known
for this model. We w'ill show here that this point
is a critical point of order 3. Since a variant of
this model, which we discuss below, shows a crit-
ical point of order 4, it is worth treating the
Nagle-Bonner model in some detail first.

Fif,.o.re 5 depicts the surfaces of coexistence of
the four phases in the T =-0 plane. Definitions and
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A

Lp

I
1g
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equations are given in Table I. For clarity four
surfaces are omitted; e.g. , those that separate
the phases [E'A'], [EA ], [E'A ], and [EA'].
As may be seen there are four lines where three
phases coexist and a point Q where all four phases
coexist. The surface [A'A ] bounded by the lines
I,3, J~, is a CXRS since for constant values of 8
less than x+, the phase diagrams are the same as
Figs. 3(a) and 4(a). Here

~sa&~~a (3.3)

FIG. 5. T= 0 hyperplane for an Ising model with
competing long- and short-range interactions. Here 4,-=Baal/La and Hz is a staggered magnetic field of wave-
length 2 lattice sites. The lines Lf„+are in the (H2, 8)
plane, and the lines I 3, L4 are in the (H, 4) plane. The
surfaces Q E'], Q'E ], fP', A'], [E,A ] have
been omitted. The surface g', A ] is a CXH,S, Fig. 3{a}is
an (&t, ff) plane for ((i&Su, while Fig. 3(b) is for 6()6)u.

FIG. 6. &=0 hyperplane of the model of Fig. 5.
lines L ~, I 2 extend into 7 &0. The lines where three
phases coexist in Fig. 4{b) have become a single surface,
denotedhereby3X2. This t rm~t s t E f t-
critical points Q; the R~ also bounds a surface of or-
dinary critical points 282. The point t where the 3R~ in-
tersects the plane I3,2= 0 is the location of the tetracritical
point {Ref. 8}. The @=0 section of this figure corre-
sponds to the H=0 section of Fig. 4{b}. Note that at t a
surface (R=const is parallel to the 3R&.

where J'» is the "equivalent neighbor" long-range
parameter. '

For 7e 0, the two 'Xa surfaces [A.'E'] and
E, of Fig. 5 end in a single surface of criticalres' ~

points, and the same is true for the [A E' ],
[A'E ] surfaces; this is shown in Fig. 4(a).
The point Q of Fig. 5, where four phases coexist,

FIG. 7. Ray projection of the
four-dimensional space, from Q
onto %=0 showing the topology of
the surfaces of critical points. The
@, axis in Figs. 5 and 6 has become
a combination of S and Pg. The
curved R2 surfaces are the ends2

of those surfaces which end on L,o
and14 of Fig. 5. The 2R~ of
Figs. 4(a) and 4') are lines in this
surface. The flat 2R2 shown in the
(&, H2} plane is the surface 2R of
Fig. 6.
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FIG. 8. Plot of the X2 and the four lines of eritieal
points meeting at the tetraeritm. eal point t. The value of
the interaction strength ratio Si=—ZsgZ~ is equal to its
appropriate value tR~= 0.

is seen (Fig. 6) to be only a special point on a X,
and Q does not give rise to a X, on increasing the
temperature. To see this (in the full phase dia-
gram) it is necessary to consider Figs. 4(b) and
5-7. First, in Fig. 4(b), the phase diagram of the
system is shown at constant A&0. The relationship
of this figure to Fig. 5 can be understood by looking
at the 7=0 plane of Fig. 4(b). The lines where two
phases coexist are lines on the appropriate sur-

facess

of Fig. 5, and points where lines in the T= 0
plane of Fig. 4(b) meet are points on the lines I,„
Ia Therefor. e Fig. 4(b) shows that the lines I,„
L~ do give rise to coexistence surfaces and are
lines on 'X3, as shown in Fig. 6. The line of points
where three phases coexist ('X, ) in Fig. 5 has be-
come a surface ( Xa) in Fig. 6, and this surface is
terminated by a single line of tricritical points,
R, . Figure 6 shows that the point Q is just a point

on a X~, and does not generate a X,.
The three surfaces of critical points generated

by the lines of critical points in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)
are shown schematically in Fig. '7. It can be seen
that the two Ro (tricritical points) of Fig. 4(b)
form a continuous line (a R, ) bounding three Ra
(surfaces of critical points). The point f was called
a tetracritical point by Nagle and Bonner' because,
for 5t=6t„ four lines of critical points meet there
(see Fig. 6). However, Figs. 6 and 7 show that f
is an indistinguishable point on a smooth line of tri-
critical points of order 3; this is corroborated by
the fact that the exponents at t are the same as at
the other tricritical points.

To produce a model where the point Q is stable
at higher temperatures demands only a slight change
in the structure of the interactions. %e draw the

linear-chain nearest-neighbor Ising antiferromag-
net in the form shown in Fig. 9, with the nn anti-
ferromagnetic interaction along the solid lines, and
a long-range interaction along each of the dotted
lines. The latter stabilizes each sublattice inde-
pendently, enabling the system to adopt an antifer-
romagnetic ordering at nonzero temperature:

SR+ LR+ f,R o (3.4a)

where

Xa~'as =-Q Z Z(2r)s, s...„, (3.4b)
r

Here odd-numbered spins are on the top lattice of
Fig. 9 and X has all i odd. Even numbered spins
are on the lower lattice and X~ has all i even;
J'(2r) is defined by Eq. (3.2b). The point Q is now

at the origin and stable for T & 0, and we are ableto
have four 'X~; these are generated by the lines L„
I,a, I.a, L~ (of Fig. 5) meeting at the ~X„generated
by Q. The aXa should end in a aR, (as in Fig. 6)
but unlike the system of Fig. 6, the 'R, aQ termi-
nate at a'Z, .

This Hamiltonian has an important discrete sym-
metry which will necessarily be reflected by the
phase diagram of the solution of the model. It is
given by the operation s, —(-)'s„H-Ha, Ha-H,
Js„-—Js„. Therefore,

G(H, Ha, T; + jsa)= G(Ha, H, 7; —Jsa).
Further, the point Q in Fig. 5 (which is now stable
at 7 &0) is now located at the origin. There are now

four '8, ; two of which lie in the Hz= 0 hyperplane
for (8 &0 and these are symmetrically complemented
by two moxe 'R, in the H=O for $&0. These four
'R, meet at the T-axis at some finite value of T.
This point at which all four 3B& meet is a 4RO .
The phase diagram for this model is the same
as that for the Ising model with variable interplanar
interaction discussed in Sec. II (Figs. l and 2).

For the model just discussed, we were able to
make use of the extensive analysis of Nagle and
Bonner in conjunction with the T = 0 phase diagram,
and thus we deduced the structure of the full phase
diagram. The existence of the discrete symmetry
and the consequent analogy with the model discussed
in Sec. II makes us more confident in our conclu-
sions.

For the next model, we use only an analysis of
the T =0 phase diagram and we make the extrapola-

FIG. 9. Modified one-dimensional lattice exhibiting a
eritieal point of order 8=4. The solid lines represent
antiferromagnetie interactions and the dashed lines, loag-
ranl, e g'ex'romagnetie) interactions.
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Spin configuration Name

F+
F

Ap

A4

A4

Conjugate field

Hp

H4

y fgp+H4+ H]

$[-Ht + H4 + H]

TABLE II. Definitions of spin orderings of phases and
fields for an Ising model with two staggered fields.

u, = —1 for i =4n —1, 4n. We define the names of
the various phases in Table II and also the phase of
K4 relative to K,. We give the energies of the
phases at T = 0 in Table III. The phase adopted at
T = 0 is that of lowest energy, and so the problem
of finding the phase diagram at T=O is simple.
The phases coexist at points where the energies of
two different phases are equal, and the most im-
portant equalities are given in Table IV(a).

An extended analysis'6 shows that the significant
values of 8 are —1, —&, and 0, and a sequence of
phase diagrams can be drawn in the space of vari-
ables K, K2, K4 for values of 8 greater than, equal
to, and less than these numbers. A representative

p [Hp —H4+ H]

y f-Hp H4+ H]

TABLE IV. (a) Equations of planes and lines in Fig. 10
for an Ising model with two staggered fields. Here we
have divided all energies through by JLR and defined h&

=H&/JLa, 4—=Js/JLa. In Fig. 10, Elis positive, e.g. ,
~ or ~. Star means that the plane was omitted from Fig.
10. Double star indicates that this is only a line: (b)
Equations of lines in Fig. 10.

'LABLE III. Energies of various phases at T= 0 for an
Ising model with two staggered fields. Here the long-
range energy is given by JLR and the nearest neighbor by
JsR. Only the Phase+is shown; to get the value of Ex-,
reverse the sign of the conjugate field.

Phase

A+
4

Energy per spin

EJ = —JLR- Jsa —&

Ep=+ Jsa-Hp

E4= —H4

E,=-y JLR y f+Hp+H4+H]

E~= —y JLR-y[-Hp+H4+H]

Ec= p JLR-y[+Hp —H4+H]

E„=-~ J»-~[-Hp-H4+H]

tions explained at the end of Sec. II. Our knowl-
edge of the extensive occurrence of tricritical
points in certain Ising models gives us a reasonable
basis from which to predict the existence of a crit-
ical point of order 4.

This second model for which an exact solution is
fairly readily obtainable' is a model with a second
staggered magnetic field. It turns out that the
analysis for an exact solution is simplest if the
staggered field, "K4, " is of wavelength four lattice
sites. '9 The Hamiltonian will therefore be given by

N

+en++La H4 ~ Qlsi,
5=1

where the number u, =+1 for i =4n+1, 4n+2 and

Phase boundary

[F+,F ]

[M,' M;]

tF', M]*

[F',W)+

fF,A4]

[a+4, M,']

[A4, Mp]

[F+ A+] gg

[A, , M]

Line

[4:F 'F-M~]

' [3:F'FA4]

[3:F+MP4+)

[3: F'M+4]

[4:F+M~~2+]

[3:M~, M~, A4]

[3:1lf~, half~ ', Ap]

(a)
Equation

h=o

h=o

hp+h4-1-24=h

hp —h4+ 1+2(R= —h

h4-1 -8= h

h4- hp -1=h

h4+hp —1 =h

hp —1—SQ= h

hp —h4 —1 —2g= h

(b)
Intersection

[P', F-] f M, , m]

[F,M], fF-, m]
[F'.F-][F,A4]

[F,A4]*

[F+,A4] [A4, M"]

[F',W]*

[F+A+4] [A4+, M]
[F+,M]*

f.F', M'.]*[F'M,"l*

[M,', Ap] [M,', Ap]

[M~, 1lQ [M~, A4]

[M;,A+4]*

[M~, M~], [M~, Ap]

[M~, Ap)

Region

h, hp, h4&0

h, h4&0, hp&0

h, &0, h&0

h, h4&0, hp&0

h, h4&0, hp& 0

h, hp &0 h4=0

h, hp, h4&0

Equation

hp+ h4= 1+2$

h=0

h4= 1+(R

h=0

h4-h=1+~

hp =(R

h4-h=1+S
hp=-Q

hp —h =1+2'~

h4=0

h4- hp =1

h=o

hp -h4 = 1+28
h=O
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Xp

~

a2/a~

FIG. 13. Invariant
space for an antiferromag-
net. (x3 is merely a pa-
rameter. }

(b)

FIG. 11. (a} Phase transition for a ferromagnetic sys-
tem. The coexistence surface Xq ends at a critical
point 280. The strong direction H andvreak direction
7' are defined at the 28(). (b} Phase transition for a sim-
ple Quid. The coexistence surface 2X~ ends at a critical
point 80. The strong direction x~ and vreak direction x2
are indicated; both P and T directions are strong.

Next, we introduce the concept of a direction of
type 3. In the examples discussed, the critical
spaces of order 3 have a dimension of d=n-3. If
one approaches a particular tricritical point along
a line of critical points of order 2, then in addition
to the two directions singled out by the 3R, (and its
associated Xz), there is a third direction of signifi-
cance for scaling. This direction, which we call a
direction of type 3, is a direction tangent to the
line of critical points (Figs. 12 and 14). This concept
is easily generalized to n &3 for the case mentioned
above, for which the dimension d of the space of
critical points of order three is indeed given by
d=n-3. In this case directions of type 3 are those
directions which are neither strong nor weak for a
particular R„~ bounded by the 3&„3, nor are they
locally tangent to the space of critical points of

N

FIG. 12. Phase transition for an antiferromagnet.
The coexistence surface X2 lies in the H, T plane and
the line of critical points 2R~ bounds it. The strong direc-
tion is everywhere Hs&, the staggered magnetic field.
The weak direction may be either H or T, except at the
Noel point where it can only be T. The independent
direction xo lies in the 2R~.

third order.
In the similar cases where Eq. (1.1) holds as an

equality, one can generalize the above concepts to
definedirectionsof types 1, 2, . . . , s, andthese are
important in applying the scaling hypothesis to

critic-

all spaces of order 6. Specifically, since a criti-
cal point of order 8 is, by definition, a particular
point on a "1.inc" of critical points of order 8 —1,
the generalization follows by analogy with the case
treated above. The directions of types 1 through 6
are of great importance because they are used as
the independent variables of the Gibbs function
when the scaling hypothesis is made. Accordingly,
they will be referred to in later sections as the
"principal directions of sealing. "

Thus, to set up a coordinate system at a R„~
(a general critical space of order 8), a set of crit-
ical spaces ~R„& of orders j =2, 3, ... , 5 must be
selected. This set of spaces must satisfy an inclu-
sion principle: g„e c 'R„&c~R„&for j &i &6. The
directions of types 1, 2, ... , 6 are then sequential-
ly defined. Here the inclusion symbol ~ means
not only that the 'R„, is also part of a ~R„~ (for
f &j) but also that the 'R„, can be reached as a
limiting point or boundary of the ~R„&.

The hierarchy of spaces R„& is not unique, and
the large number of choices available presents an
apparent problem because many more than 6 lin-
early independent vector directions are definable.
For the 6=3 example of Fig. 14 the Ro can be. ap-
proached along any of the three R„and each of
these three "critical lines" (with its associated
st) defines a set of directions of types 1, 2, and
3. This apparent problem is resolved by the gen-
eralized scaling hypothesis, because the shape of
each critical space of order j (j &6) near the eR~
is constrained by the scaling hypothesis so that all
the different directions end up mutually consistent.
Accordingly, we now turn our attention to the scal-
ing hypothesis, making it firstly in Sec. V for sim-
ple systems (n = 2), for n = 3 systems with a SRO

(tricritical point) in Sec. VI, and in Payer II for a
eR„e (a general critical space of order 8).'0

V. INVARIANT THEORZMS OF ONE-PARAMETER
CONTINUOUS GROUPS; APPLICATION TO THE

SCALING HYPOTHESIS FOR CRITICAL SPACES OF
ORDER 2

The scaling hypothesis for a simple system with
two independent field variables can be made in
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FIG. 14. Phase diagram for a metamagnet. The three
2X2 end in lines of critical points B~. These lines inter-
sect at the tricritical point Ro. At a point P on the line
I~, a triad of strong, wreak, and parallel (to L,&) directions
is shown. This triad attains the limiting orientation
Q~, x2, x3) at the tricritical point Ro.

several essentially equivalent fashions. One state-
ment is that the singular part of the Gibbs potential
is asymptotically a generalized homogeneous func-
tion (GHF) of the appropriate variables. a~ For
the simple magnet, this statement takes the form
that there exist two numbers a», a, (called "scaling
powers ") such that for all positive X,

G(X "H, X"r)=XG(H, r), (5.1)

where H is the magnetic field and 7 = T —T,. Using
Eg. (5.1), one can express all possible thermody-
namic exponents in terms of (n», a, ).2~

This form of the scaling hypothesis implies that
the singular part of the Gibbs potential

(5.2)

the strong and weak directions (x„xz) for each.
For a magnet, His a strong direction and v is the
weak direction, but Fig. 11(b) shows that for a
simple Quid, both P and T are strong directions
and that the weak direction, x~, is a special com-
bination of the P and T directions.

This is usually the case for general thermody-
namic systems-more than one thermodynamic axis
is strong (as for the simple fluid) or more than one
axis is weak (as for an antiferromagnet, see Fig.
12).

The scaling hypothesis at a 'B„~ for a general
system can be made by choosing the strong and
weak directions as the principal axes of scaling.
Then the statement is that the singular part of the
Gibbs function

G=5'(x„xp, . .. , x„) (5.4)

is an invariant equation under the one-parameter
continuous group of transformations 9:

G'=xG, (5. 5a)

tx,'=X'x, , i=1, 2, .. . , n, [a, =O, i&2].
(5. 5b)

Equation (5. 5) is defined for all positive X; the a,
are called scaling powers. This statement is
equivalent to the scaling hypothesis

G(X 'x, X"x, x," .x )=XG(x, x, ~ ~ ~ x ).1» 2» '
»f » n ~

For future reference, we will use a superscript
s to denote the subgroup generated by the trans-
formations of the independent variables x, (i = 1,
2, ... , n). Thus we may generally define the full
group by two equations, where the second denotes
the subgroup g'.

To illustrate the scaling hypothesis when an in-
active parameter is present, we consider the exam-
ple of the antiferromagnet (see Fig. 12). Here we
hypothesize that the singular part of the Gibbs po-
tential

is an invariant equation under the "scaling" trans-
formation defined by

G = P„(H„,x», xs) (5.V)

O'=XG, (5. 3a)

(5. 3b)

such that G'=E(H', 7'). The transformations de-
fined by Eq. (5.3) form a one-parameter group
g„and the scaling hypothesis may be restated in
the following fashion: (5.2) is an invariant equation
under the group of transformations B„of (5. 3).

For a simple magnet the thermodynamic axes
are parallel to the directions used in the scaling
hypothesis (5. 1) (the "principal axes of scaling ").
In other systems, this is not always so. In Fig. 11
we contrast the phase diagrams of a simple fluid
and a simple magnet, and show the orientations of

is an invariant equation under the one parameter
continuous group of transformations g„:

6 =AG,
(5 8)

~pH„—X H,q, x~ —X x~, xs-x3,
where x2 is a weak direction, [T- T,(H)] or [H
—H, (T)], and x, parametrizes the position of the
critical point on the line of critical points. Equiva;
lently G satisfies a GHF equation

G(X 'H„, ~"x,; x, )=XG(H„, x, ; x,). (5.9)

Here H„denotes the staggered magnetic field.
Scaling functions for ferromagnets and antifer-

romagnets can be obtained the usual way ' from
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O' G
ta'l' '& la)' '& ' (5. 1 la)

Eqs. (5.1) and (5.9), respectively. For example,
by setting x= 1/ I HI '%%d& in Eq. (5. 1), we obtain

6(I, , 7/~a) '~")= (H) 6(H, T). (5.10)

The function 6(H, r) can be plotted as a curve in a
two-dimensional plane with coordinates specified
by 6/I HI '" and 7/I HI" %%d&. We note that both
6/I HI s and t/ I Hl ~ s Rre absolute 1nvariants of
the group g~ defined by Eq. (5. 3), i. e. ,

magnetization M, and ordinary susceptibility X
= 8M/8H can be derived. It turns out on using Eq.
(5. 1M) that

M-M. (a) ~r- r,(a)~" ", (S. 1Sa)

a+2P+y=2, P(5-1)=3, P(5+ 1)=2 —a.

(5. lsb)

From Eqs. (5. 13a)- (5. 13d) the usual scaling law
equalities can be derived by eliminating the scaling
powers Qg and txp,'

T'
H ~~&~aTlag ~~~a~/Ng (5. lib)

where the second equalities in (5.11) follow from
(s.3).

Similarly, by setting X—= I/IH„ I '~", Eq. (5.9)
may be written

6(1, «2/~a. , ~' '; x, )= (H., (-"~6(a.„»,; «, ),
(5. 12)

and 6/I H„ I
'%%d~, x2/ I H„ I

'2%%d~, xo are absolute in-
variants of the group g„. In addition, the last two
quantities are absolute invariants of the subgroup

To derive exponents and scaling laws for the
antiferromagnet, the procedures developed in Ref.
21 can be simply applied to Eq. (5.9). At points
where the critical line is not parallel to the T axis,
it ls easily shown that

P = (1 —a, )/a, ,

1/5 = (1 - a,)/ag,
-y= {1—2a2)/a2,
—a = (1 —2a2)/a2,

(5. 13a)

(5. 13b)

(S.13c)

(5. 13d)

where the order parameter M„ tends to zero when
the critical line is approached in a weak direction
with exponent P,

M.,- ~r- r.(a)~2, (5. 14a)

and with exponent 1/5 when it is approached in a
strong direction

M, t Hta/e (5. 14b)

The staggered susceptibility X„=8M„/8H„di-
verges with exponent y,

x Ir- r.(»I ", (5. 14c)

and the specific heat at constant order parameter
diverges with exponent o, .'

c„, ir- r, (a)i (5. 14d)

The last two exponents y and e refer to weak direc-
tions of approach (in the plane H„=O) to the criti-
cal line. ~6

In the same way, exponents for the ordinary

These results are also obtainable from two sim-
ple group invariant theorems which we shall find
particularly useful in making the scaling hypothesis
for critical subspaces of higher order.

Theorem 1. Consider a one-par ameter continu-
ous group of transformations:

«0'= f(X(xo), (S. 16a)

xf A(xlxl~»2~ '' ~ ~xn)r 2=1, 2, ~ . .s.
(5. 16b)

There exist n functionally independent absolute in-
variants of the x, (i =0, 1, . . . , n). This theorem
is proved in Appendix A.

For our applications, we shall choose the invari-
ants, denoted by y, (2 = 0, 1, ... , n —1), such that,
for i=0,

esoXo gO (5. I%a)
exp

and for i &O,

(yi~ y2~ ~ ~ ~ yn-i) (5. I fb)

are the n- 1 functionally independent absolute in-
variants of the subgroup g'.

For the simple ferromagnet, 6/IHI~%%d" is an
absolute invariant under 9~ [see Eq. (5. 3)] and
r/I HI" '& is the functionally independent absolute
invariant of (H, r) under the transformation gz.
For the antiferromagnet, G/I H„ I'~" is an absolute
invariant under g„, and (x2/ I H„ I'o%%d~, »2) are the
two functionally independent absolute invariants
under gg.

Them em 2. If

xo=X0(xi «2 ~ ~ x ) (5. 16)

is an invariant equation under Q defined by {5.16)
(i.e. , if Xo is a GHF), then it can be expressed as

30 Fo(ylv32s '''si3n1)t (5. 19)

where the y, (2 =0, 1, ..., n —1) form a set of func-
tionally independent absolute invariants of g given
by (5. 16), and satisfying (5. 1V).

The proof of this theoxem is given in Appendix
B. Equations (5.10) and (5. 12) are simple applica-
tions of these theorems. The usefulness of theo-
rems 1 and 2 will be apparent in Sec. VI.
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VI. SeALING HYPOTHESIS FOR TRICRITICAL POINTS

Before making the scaling hypothesis and exam-
ining its consequences for a critical space of arbi-
trary order 6, we will make it for the special
case of a Bo (tricritical point) for which there are
three fields available (n=3). This will clarify both
notation and concepts, and make passage to the
general case more painless.

As was shown in Sec. IV, it is possible at a crit-
ical point to select strong and weak directions (di-
rections of types 1 and 2). These we call x, and xz
as before. In a space of total dimension three, the
critical subspaces terminating at a 'Ro are all R,.
At a point on a R, we may select a direction tan-
gent to the line. Thus as one approaches the 3RD

along a given R„ the directions of types 1, 2, and
3 are uniquely defined (see Fig. 14).

Since three critical lines meet at a 'R~, three
*'rival" coordinate systems exist at the point Ro.
A scaling hypothesis cannot be made at the tricriti-
cal point unless a unique coordinate system can be
defined, and this xepresents an apparent obstacle.

The solution of this problem is somewhat subtle,
and the full details have been given in a previous
paper. ~'"' The basic idea is that a scaling hypothe-
sis at the 3RO determines the general shape of a
line of critical points near the Ro; thus a scaling
hypothesis made in a coordinate system defined by
one line mill restrict the shapes of the other two
lines meeting it (at the tricritical point).

The coordinate systems defined with reference
to the other two lines are consistent in the sense
that we could have selected any line first to make
the scaling hypothesis and we would have obtained
the same final result.

To set up a coordinate system in which to make
a scaling hypothesis at the 3RO, me choose a point
P on one of the critical lines (say Ll) and we set up
a triad of directions X,(L,). Two of these direc-
tions are of types 1 and 2, while the third is tan-
gent to the R,. The coordinate system at the tri-
critical point is now defined to be

xl =- lim xl(P) (6.1)
pwS~

(see Fig. 14). The direction x~ is of type 3. The
bars are used in order that the present notation be
consistent with that of Ref. 7(b}.

We now introduce a scaling parameter X (X &0)
and make the scaling hypothesis that the singular
part of the Gibbs potential is a GHF, i.e. ,

G(X xly X xpp X xg) XG(xly xgy x3) y (6 2)

where (a„az, a ) are the "tricritical scaling pow-
ers". Equation (6.2) is equivalent to the statement
that G= 6' (xl, xa, x~) is an invariant equation
under the one-parameter continuous group of trans-
formations

6'=) 6,

x,'-=A,"x), i =1, 2, 3. (6.31 )

xQ
~0 —2/aSx3

X2
-=

"2
3 2= -a2/i3 ~ 33= -Zg/isxs x3

with xo=-G. Thus, theorem 2 of Sec. V states that
G(x„x~, x~) may be expressed as '

yo=F3(y1 yl) ~ (6. 5)

Since the variables y2 and ya forms a basis set
of functionally independent absolute invariants of
the scaling fieM variables x„x~, and x3 of the
group of transformations Q3, any point (k„km) in
the two-dimensional space (y„yz) gives rise to an
invariant curve of points in the three-dimensional
space (x„x~,x,). That is, the point given by

y, =k, , i=1, 2 (s.6)

corresponds to a line in the x& space that may be
conveniently parametrized by

(x„x„x,)= (k,X'&, k,X'3, d~), (6.7)

where X is an arbitrary parameter (see Fig. 15).
In particular the lines of critical points I.

&
con-

verging on the tricritical point can be expressed in
the form of Eq. (6. 7), since according to the scal-
ing hypothesis (6.2) they must be invariant under
the group of symmetries 9~ of (6.3).

previously"b' we have derived Eq. (6. 7) directly
from Eq. (6.2}and demonstrated that if the scaling
powers a& are all different, the curves parame-
trized by Eq. (6.7) end up parallel to the axis x,
corresponding to the minimum a, (unless k, =0).
Although the direction of type 3 defined for one
line is not necessarily parallel to the direction of
type 3 defined for another line, it will at least be
parallel to some member of the triad defined for
that other line. Thus all choices of scaling direc-
tions will be mutually consistent I "~'38

Along a critical line R„ the conventional scaling
hypothesis is normally stated in terms of a GHF
equation of the form

G(il xl, Jl xg', xg) = ilG(xl, xg', X3), (6.8)

where x, is a parameter and does not scale. Near
the Ro, however, the shape of the critical line is
determined by Eq. (6.7). A ~R, near the Ro maps
into a point (f1„kz) in the y1-ym plane given by
Eq. (6.6). Furthermore, the value of yo-xo/xs+~

According to theorem 1 of Sec. V, the, hlypot}le;
sized invariance property of (6. 1}under Q~ implies
that there exists a basis set of functionally indepen-.
dent absolute invariants of 93. We adopt a canoni. -
cal form for the invariants y, by scaling x, with re-
spect to the tangent variable-here x3-as follows:
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yl yI ~1 ~ (s.9a)

(e. 9b)

For the line L, of Fig. 15, 0, =0, the coordinate
y„ is everywhere strong and (ya+k) is weak. For
La and La, the weak direction is parallel to the CXS
mapped in the y, -yl plane, and both y„y~ are
strong directions unless the wings end up parallel
to one axis.

%e therefore define linear combinations of the
variables (y, —h, ), which give the weak and strong
directions (they are of necessity also absolute
invariants of the group ga):

y, = Z R„(y/-h/), (6. 10a)
gag

where 8,&
is a "rotation matrix". Defining

yo yo y (6. lob)

we hypothesize that along a 8& near the 'BQ, yo is
a GHF of (y&, ya),

yo()/ yg» )/ ya)= W'o(y&~ ya) ~ (6. 11)

i.e. , yo = Pa(y„ya) is an invariant etiuation under a
group g~ defined by

= 6/ra/'a changes only if y, and/or ya changes. It
is therefore more proper to make a precise scaling
hypothesis about the critical line 9, near the sgo
making use of the variables (y„ya).

If we adopt the strong requirement that a point in
one phase remains in that phase under the scale
transformation gs, the CXS surfaces become lines
in the y&-y3 plane. Hence, it is possible to choose
the principal directions of scaling for the 2R„~ as
linear combinations of the variables y&, yz.

Because the scaled variables must be zero at the
critical line me consider the variables

y =x /x'~/'a

y, = (x, /xP/'a+ h),

(6. 15a)

(6. 15b)

X f= &i —a,/~. — .-g/a ~ )., /. , ~ (6 ~ 16)xs (xa/'xs s+& 1 2

For a simple system with n =2, scaling functions
predict data collapsing for functions of tmo variables
from a surface onto a line. For n =3 and functions
of three variables, data collapse from a volume
onto a surface. However, the double-power scaling
function of Eq. (6. 16) predicts that data will col-
lapse from a volume onto a line. Clearly this hap-
pens only within the region of validity of both
groups of transformations Q~ and gs.

The region of influence of 9~ in the neighborhood
of the tricritical point BQ should also be controlled
by the group Qs. This means that the region of in-
fluence of gz should be bounded by a surface which
scales toward the sgo. In Fig. 15, where a line
which scales is represented by a point, a surface
which scales mill be represented by a line. %e
therefore plot the surfaces bounding the region of
influence of the group ga(of transformations about a
R„L,) as a line surrounding the point in the y, -ya

plane, representing the particular line L&.
In terms of the variables y„y~ such a line will

be represented by the equation

f(ygi ya)=o (6. 1Va)

where k is defined in Fig. 15. Rotation is not nec-
essary and R,/

—= 6,/. Hence on using (6. 13) and
(6. 15), Eq. (6. 14) can be written in the "double-
power lam" form ~

t"
-1/aa(x /xaa/ia h)t/aa

g yo= ~yo y
(6.12a)

(6. 12b)
Xo

yo
8Q = 11'ep

y3
~1 ey fey ~

yp
(s. Is)

Theorem 2 of Sec. V states that under the hypothe-
sis (6. 11), y o(ya, ya) may be expressed asa'

so= &i(x&). (6. 14)

The simplest example of this is for the line L,
of Fig. 15. Here the variables of scaling are

In general, the group Ba will be different (having
different a, ) for each critical line at the tricritical
point, and will only be valid within a certain region
close to the critical line. The different groups g~
for the different lines I

&
do not have regions of

overlap and there is therefore no conflict.
We can nom form absolute invariants of g~.

Scaling with respect to the weak direction we obtain

= Xp

Li

(b)

FIG. 15. (a) Plot of the invariants (y~, y2) for the group
gs of transformations about the tricritical point. The
strong and weak directions for the line I q are yq and y2.
The circle around I

&
is a possible shape for the crossover,

region. (b) The principal points of interest of Fig. 15(a)
in the full space g&, X2, g&). The point labeled I

&
has be-

come a line and the circle surrounding it has become a
cone o
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Xg
ik

= Xp

&=C

Q, where j&i
Finally, a few remarks shoujd be made about the

exponents and the directions of approach to the tri-
critical point. Equation (6. 18) shows that if «i/
I«i I

ii/'h is a constant the exponent for G is 1/ai.
For a function f with a tricritical-point (TCP) scal-
ing power a&, and a critical-line scaling power a&,
the equation analogous to Eq. (6. 18) predicts expo-
nents a//ai and a//ai. For example, for the stag-
gered susceptibility y„=-S G/S&~„, from (6. 16),

«(i~~)/i~(«~/« iilii k)it&el)/ci (6

L) '. yp=-k

FIG. 16. Figure 15(b) sliced in the x2, xs plane. The
cone has become the boo lines labeled y2 = C~, C2 [see
Fig. 15(a)j. These are generally referred to as cross-
over lines: (T',g') = (T —T~,g —g&).

or

xq —-C~ ~xsa 's (6. 19)

as shown in Fig. 16. The crossover exponent

y, "' given by

p=—as/aa (6.20)

determines the shape of the crossover lines, and

it can be determined directly from the shape of the
line L, ('R, ).

The lines are called crossover lines, because the
behavior of a particular function crosses over from
an exponent characteristic of the sRO far away from
the line, to an exponent characteristic of the ~R, at
points close to the R,. It is important to realize
that the group gs does not cease to be valid, and the
crossover does not refer to changing from one
group to another. The group Bs is everywhere
valid, and the crossover merely marks the limits
of validity of 93. This principle will be extended
in Paper II and the groups 8~ will control cross-
overs (or boundaries for the regions of validity) of

(6.17b)

The area bounded by this curve (6.17) maps into

a conical volume surrounding the critical line L~

(Fig. 15). Scaling will not tell us the actual shape
of the curve in the y, —ya plane but it does limit the
shape in the («~, «~, «c) space, since all points in
the y&-y& plane give rise to curves approaching
the tricritical point along a particular direction-
the axis corresponding to the minimum a&.

In the plane «, = 0, Eq. (6. 16) requiresi9 that

Gcc«' '~(« /«'3 'c+k)' 'i (6.18)

and the conical surface of Eq. (6. 17) becomes the
two "crossover lines"

a// ac = (a// am)/y. (6.23)

These are new predictions of scaling specific to
tricritical points [the others are analogous to Eq.
(5 13)] 7(c)

Finally, we emphasize the importance of expres-
sing the scaling relations in terms of invariants.
For example, Eq. (6.21) may be written in the
alternative "mixed-exponent form "

X„~C(«i+k«,'/c) ",
where

C ~z (r-v'&/e
s

with

1-2aq

ap

(6. 24)

(6.25)

(6.26)

Expressions (6.24) and (6. 25) appear more compli-
cated than they actually are. The exponents are
actually not mixed. when expressed in the invariant
from as shown in Eq. (6.21).

and a~= 1-2a& and a~= 1 —2a& for this case. Thus
for all the exponents considered below the numer-
ators can be appropriately be replaced by a& or a&.

If the 'Ro is approaches along a direction not
asymptotically parallel to the «c axis (i.e. , outside
the crossover lines), G scales with a power I/ai.

If the R, is approached along a line of constant
«~, in the plane «, = 0 Eq. (6. 18) shows that G has
an exponent I/ai. This is expected, of course,
since G has an exponent I/ai for any point (i.e. ,
fixed «, ) on the line 'R, even when the point is far
away from the ~Ra [see Eq. (6.8)].

In Sec. V, exponents were demonstrated in terms
of the scaling powers a, [Eqs. (5.13)]and the same
can be done here for the 'R, (exponents in terms of

a, ) and the 'Ro (exponents in terms of the a&) sepa-
rately. The only new exponents, which will be de-
rived, are exponents for the directions of approach
to the Ro along y~ = constant and these give expo-
nents of the form

(6. 22)

These can be related to exponents of approach
along directions of type 2 by relations of the form
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Theorem 1.. Consider a one-parameter continu-
ous group of transformations

~: «-fl(& l«pt Xl t ~ ~ ~ t Xn) t (A1)

where i =0, 1, ... , n. There exist n functionally
independent absolute invariants of the x, (t = 0, 1,
. . . , n).

Proof of theorem 1. Consider a function F(«0,
x,', . . . , x„'). Assume the derivatives of f, with re
spect to X exist. We expand F(x,', x,', . . . , x„') in a
Maclaurin series

F(«0, «,', . . . , x„')=f+f '(Q)+ —(5X). + ~ ~ ~,
(A3)

where

f=F(«0, x„.. . , x„),

Theorem 2. If the equation

«0 =Xp( lt «2t ~ ~ ~, Xn)

is invariant under

«. = f(~ ~xp),
9

A(~
I Xlt«2t ' ' ' t Xn) t

then it can be expressed as

yp Vp(ylt y2t ' ' ' t yn 1) ~

where (yp, y„... , y„,) form a set of functionally
independent absolute invariants under g, with

8yyp

esp

and (y„y2, . . . , y„., ),the n —1 functionally indepen-
dent absolute invariants of 8'.

By hypothesis, yp is an absolute invariant of (xp;x„... , x„)of 9. Thus, (B3) implies that the in-
variant equation (Bl) may be written

f'= —
i

= VF(«0, x„.. . , «„),
dF't

0

d Ff =
2

= V F(«0, xl, . . . , x„),
X~A.p

(A3)

yp{xpt xlt «2t ' ' ' t xn) Vp(ylt y2t ' ' t yn-1)

Since (yl, y2, .. ., y„,) form a basis set of func-
tionally independent absolute invariants of (x„«2,
... , x„)of Q', (B4) is equivalent to the statement
that xp is expressible as an implicit function of

lt «2 t ' ' ' t Xn).

yp{«pt Xlt «2t ' ' ' t Xn) g(«lt «2 ~
' ' ' t Xn) ~ ( )

with Xp the value of X corresponding to the identical
transf ormation and

(A4)

(A5)

If, therefore, F(«0, x„... , x„) is an absolute in-
variant of the group g, then

F(«0, x,', . . . , x„')= F(«0, x„.. . , x„). (As)

The necessary and sufficient condition for F= const
is that

VF Etj( ):D~= (A7)

Thus, F is a solution of the partial differential
equation (A7) and consequently, F(«0, x„.. . , x„)
=const is a solution of the system of the equivalent
ordinary differential equations

dip deq dx„
hp

(A8)

These equations admit n independent solutions (first
integrals) ' and theorem 1 is proved.

g&«lt «2t ' ' ' t Xn) ' (B8)

This is the necessity proof.
We now demonstrate (B8) is sufficient to ensure

(B5) and (B6) admit an invariant solution such that

where g is an absolute invariant of (x„x2, .. . , x„)
under 9'.

Before we launch into the proof of the theorem,
we give a proof of the following lemma. ~~

Lemma. A necess~ and sufficient condition
for xp, implicitly defined by (B5), as a function of
(«„x2, ... , x„), to be the same function as xp of
(«1, x2, ... , x„') implicitly defined by

yp(xp «1 «2 ~ ~ x ) =g («1 «2 x„') (B8)

is that g is an absolute invariant of («„x2, .. . , x„)
under P'.

Proof of lemma. Since yp is an absolute invari-
ant of 8, we have

/ J~Pp~p& Xg& Xp& o ~ ~ a X+/ —Pp~p& Xg& Xp& ~ ~ ~
& X+/ ~

(B7)
Since we require «0(z„x2, . .. , «„) to be exactly the
same function as xp (xl, x2, . . . , x„'), (BS)-(B7)re-
quire that

g( 1 ~ «2t ' ' ' t Xn) g (Xlt «2t ' ' ' t Xn)
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Thecwem 3. Consider a one-parameter continu-
ous group of transformations g:

xo=~o
9

x,'= f, (x)x, , i=1, 2, . . . , n.
(Cl)

xo(x~, xa, . . . , x„) is exactly the same function as
xo(x,', xs, . .. , x„'). Inverting (B5)and (B6), we obtain

xo(x, t x„.. . t x„)= (g; x„x2, .. . , x„),
(BQ)

0(x„x„.. ., x„')=h'(g; x„xa, . .. , x„),
in some neighborhood of the (x„x„.. . , x„) and

(xf, x2, . . . , x„') spaces, respectively. It is obvious

that h(g;x„xz, . . . , x„) is exactly the same function
as h'(g„' x&, xz, . . ., x„'). But, by hypothesis,
g(x„xa, . . . , x„) is exactly the same function as
g (x, , x, , . . ., x„). Therefore, xo(x»x». . . , x„) is
exactly the same function as x,(x„x2, . . .x„).

Proof of theorem 2. Using the lemma and the
fact that g(xz, xz, . . ., x„) in (B5) is an absolute in-
variant of (x&, xz, . . . , x„)under Q', we immediately
verify the statement of theorem 2.

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM 3

is an invariant equation under g, the most general
form for f, (X) is X'&, where a& are constants.

Proof of theorem 3. We transform (C2) by
means of (Cl) for two successive values of X = A.„

X,X~x, =F[f,(X,)f, (XS)x„ f~(X, )f~(L, )x~, . .. ,

f„(X,)f„(X,)x„], (C3)

f,(x,)f, (x,) = f, (x,x,). (C6)

The solution~ of the functional equation for f, (X)
for A. &0 is

f, (x) = x'~, (cv)

and again for the value of X = X,X~,

X1X2xo F[f1(X1X2) 1q f2(X1X2) 2 ~ ' '
q fn(X1X2)xn]

(C4)
These results are to hold for all values of x, .

Setting x~ =x, = ~ ~ ~ =x„=0, we have from (C3) and

(C4)

F[fi(Xi)fi(X~)xi, 0, . . . , 0] = F[fi(XiX2)xi, 0, . .. , 0].
(C5)

Therefore,

x, -F(x„x„.. . , x ) (C2)

where a, is a constant. This process may be re-
peated for each f, (X), i = 1, 2, . . . , n Thu. s, theo-
rem 3 is proved.
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Because of the associativity property of groups, it can be
shown that f, (X)=X" [Appendix C]. If some of the x, do
not scale and serve only as "inactive parameters" in Eq. (5.6),
the corresponding scaling powers are equal to zero.

"We could, of course, replace H„by x, in Eq. (5.9), buf we
emphasize that (cf. Fig. 12) the only thermodynamic field axis
which is a strong direction is H,t. Thus while the direction
H f +e(H —H, ) or H, t +a(T —T, ) are both strong and

g/gg„ is the same as 0/3x, , 0/9T, and 0/BH are only
equivalent to differentiating with respect to x 2.' Here we will formulate the scaling hypothesis only for the
Gibbs function, because the scaling equation analogous to
(5.1) for other functions can be obtained by appropriate.
difFerentation with respect to its independent variables. Scaling
functions for physcially more interesting functions like I and

g can then be obtained by the same method used here for G.
"Equations (5.14) can all be written in terms of I II H, {Ti-

except at the Neel point, where the line of critical points is
parallel to the H axis.

"Occasionally, it turns out to be appropriate to scale with
respect to a variable which is not tangent —see, e.g., Paper II.
This is also true when all the R, do not end up parallel
and the tangent variable for one line is not the tangent
variable for another line. %'e emphasize that scaled equations
may change their values or functional forms when the scaling
variables change signs.

""Mutually consistent" means that if one chooses two difFerent
sets of axes for scaling, one set (x,, x2, x3) with reference to
a line L and the second (x &', x2', x3') with repsect to L ',
then the second set is none other than a permutation of the
first set.' Our expression difFers from that given in Ref. 7 [Eq. (8)],
where the constant k is not present. The constant k is
needed to ensure the divergence property of y„(and other
second derivatives of 6}along the critical hne.
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